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Historical biographies can provide us with ‘keyholes’ through which we can
view a historical space.1 By revealing detailed information about pivotal actors
in international law, they shed light on the actor’s personal circumstances and
their interactions within the wider social, political, intellectual and ideological
movements of their time.2 Therefore, historical biographies enable us to better
contextualise these actors and permit us to revisit how we comprehend their
contributions to the field.3 In this vein, Valentina Vadi’s new book War and
Peace: Alberico Gentili and the Early Modern Law of Nations (‘War and Peace’)4
examines the life and works of Alberico Gentili to better understand his
contribution to the law of nations.
Gentili is recognised as a key figure in the development of modern
international law.5 Consequently, his impact on contemporary international law
has been considered in academic literature from a variety of perspectives.6
Vadi’s approach to examining Gentili’s legacy is framed around two general
themes. The first theme draws on Gentili’s life and personal circumstances to
explain his responses to interstate relations during the late 16th and early 17th
centuries. The second theme engages with the complexities and paradoxes that
characterise his writing. These themes are employed throughout the book to try
and discern Gentili’s worldview at the time he constructed his understanding of
international law. Thus, rather than pursuing a specific agenda regarding
Gentili’s intentions, War and Peace is more exploratory in style.7 Vadi
highlights where Gentili’s work gives rise to apparent inconsistencies and, by
presenting competing contextual justifications for his divergent stances, leaves it
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to the reader to draw their own conclusions about his motivations.8 Hence, whilst
informed by prior interpretations of his writings, War and Peace presents a fresh
understanding of Gentili’s work.
By revisiting the significance of Gentili’s writings, War and Peace
contributes to the turn to history in international law. A central aspect of this
historiographical turn has involved identifying appropriate methodologies that
will enable scholars to undertake authentic, interdisciplinary historical analysis.9
In particular, discussion has focused on the extent to which history should be
interpreted in its context,10 how the appropriate context should be selected11 and
how to relate historical concepts to contemporary international law. 12
Depending on how these issues are approached, there is the potential for
scholars to generate anachronistic interpretations, 13 periodise history (which
can homogenise historical eras)14 and either neglect or overemphasise the role
that time plays in the process of legal development.15 War and Peace engages
with these methodological concerns adeptly. It primarily undertakes a contextual
interpretation of Gentili’s texts to ascertain how he formulated his understanding
of the law of nations.16 However, the book also draws links to how Gentili’s
works contributed to the beginnings of modern international law,17 thereby
acknowledging the significance of time when discussing legal concepts.18
Despite this temporal link, Vadi is conscious to avoid constructing international
law as a lineage of development when examining Gentili’s works.19 Further,
when focusing on aspects of Gentili’s life, the analysis in the book refers to a
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variety of perspectives drawn from the social and political context of the time.20
Consequently, the monograph avoids presenting a homogenised view of the
Renaissance. Therefore, War and Peace navigates the methodological challenges
of conducting historical studies in international law to very good effect.
Vadi’s choice of historical contexts inevitably influences how Gentili is
viewed,21 but the selected contexts also serve to focus the analysis by doubling
as the themes of the book. Thus, to establish these themes, the first two
substantive chapters of War and Peace set out details of Gentili’s personal life
and his research methodologies. Chapter 2 outlines key aspects of Gentili’s
personal life with reference to ‘its political, historical, and cultural
background’.22 This chapter effectively employs different scales of analysis23 to
identify many of the significant influences on Gentili’s life. On a larger scale, the
chapter addresses the impact of the Reformation and the Counter-Reformation on
political and social dynamics in Europe.24 However, by focusing on the
individual scale, Vadi additionally presents a more detailed analysis of Gentili’s
personal circumstances to illustrate the various identities he personified during
his lifetime (which included law student, law teacher, religious refugee, legal
advisor and diplomatic secretary) and how these roles facilitated diverse social
interactions.25 Hence, the chapter draws attention to Gentili’s firsthand
experiences to preface how they shaped his understanding of the law of nations
at various stages of his life.
Chapter 3 contextualises Gentili’s works with reference to his individual
research methodologies and the prevailing writing traditions of the time. Vadi
initially uses this chapter to demonstrate how Gentili was influenced by and
employed the humanities in his work. Gentili articulated the law of nations using
interdisciplinary sources26 because traditional legal sources could not be
transposed into a legal framework capable of governing interstate relations.27 As
a result, the chapter illustrates the role of history, literature and philosophy in his
writing28 and shows that Gentili was influenced by a wide range of works from
across different eras.29 Vadi’s approach aligns with the view that the context of a
historical actor extends to those scholarly influences that shape their statements,
even if these influences are not contemporaneous with the actor’s lifetime.30 The
chapter also discusses how Gentili responded to the competing schools of legal
thought that vied for dominance during his lifetime.31 Consequently, Vadi
examines how Gentili altered the way that he presented his views in his texts in
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response to different schools of thought and how his style of presenting legal
arguments sometimes meant that contradictions and paradoxes arose in his
writing.32 Having contextualised War and Peace based on Gentili’s personal
circumstances and the reasons why ambiguities arose in his works, Vadi
proceeds to address his substantive contribution to the early law of nations.
Chapter 4 provides an overview of the foundational concepts that Gentili used
when devising his approach to international law. Thus, the material covered in
this chapter provides key reference points for the reader as the book proceeds.
Vadi outlines how Gentili grounded his understanding of the law of nations in
the idea of a common humanity,33 before considering how he translated this
concept into the law of nations. Gentili formulated the idea of an international
community using an inductive methodology34 and with reference to legal and
non-legal sources,35 which gave rise to internal inconsistencies. Vadi
demonstrates that whilst this approach enabled Gentili to shift the law of nations
away from its theological foundations and towards law,36 it also meant that
Gentili’s law of nations could be viewed as an endorsement of imperialism and
expansionism.37 The chapter’s discussion of the role of diplomacy in maintaining
the law of nations, which refers to Gentili’s contributions to diplomatic law in De
Legationibus38 and the law on the peaceful settlement of international disputes,39
permits the reader to see how Gentili applied these concepts to practical settings.
By situating Gentili’s work in this broader lens, Vadi is able to rely on these
concepts in subsequent chapters of the book when she examines his contributions
to specific fields of international law.
The first specialist area of international law covered in War and Peace is the
law of war in Chapter 5. This chapter focuses on De Iure Belli.40 It covers the
bases of Gentili’s theory of the law of war, how this theory furthered the law of
war, key legal concepts within the law of war and his contribution to the modern
law of nations.41 The chapter situates Gentili’s works within the overall themes
of the book, as well as considering his legacy in this field. Vadi differentiates
Gentili’s law of war from previous theories based on the distinct focus that he
placed on international law within his analytical framework.42 Gentili was able to
separate law from theology, and civil law from international law,43 by creating
the law of war based on a blend of law, theology and Renaissance political
theory.44 By distancing himself from the just war doctrine of his predecessors,
Gentili was able to divide the law of war into ius ad bellum, ius in bello and ius
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post bellum.45 Within this framework, Vadi examines legal concepts such as
the definition of a war, what causes war, the significance of neutrality during
war, the conduct of warfare and the legal position post-war.46 These ideas are
linked to modern principles of international law on the use of force and
international humanitarian law. Vadi further contextualises these legal
principles with reference to Gentili’s views on religious freedom (influenced by
his experience of religious persecution),47 the diminishing power of the Pope,48
the corresponding emergence of the state as a new actor in international law49
and Gentili’s concern with hegemonic power.50 These contexts provide insights
into, for example, why Gentili proposed the notion of preventive war as a means
of securing peace — a concept that could equally be abused to achieve
imperialistic aims.51 Thus, the chapter situates De Iure Belli in its wider political
context, but also within Gentili’s own experiences and methodologies, to
demonstrate how he was able to generate a legal framework that resembles the
modern law of war.
Chapter 6 examines the law of the sea, the second substantive area of
international law addressed in the book. Drawing on De Iure Bello and
Hispanica Advocatio, Vadi undertakes her analysis in three parts.52 The chapter
addresses how Gentili contributed to the spatial ordering of the sea, how he
sought to regulate the conduct of non-state actors who used the sea (including
merchants, pirates and privateers) and how he influenced the formation of the
law of the sea through his work as an advocate before the High Court of
Admiralty in London.53 Vadi draws on Gentili’s concerns with hegemony to
initially focus on how he sought to balance power amongst states when spatially
ordering the sea. By generating freedom of the seas, Gentili sought to prevent
states from being subject to dominion.54 However, Gentili simultaneously saw
the need for states to protect their interests, which required them to extend their
territorial powers over the sea that was adjacent to their coastlines.55 In the
second part of the chapter, Vadi examines how Gentili’s humanist perspective
informed how he believed states should regulate the freedom of communication,
movement and commerce at sea, and ascertains the values that Gentili was
seeking to balance within each freedom.56 This section additionally analyses his
views on the legal distinctions drawn between pirates and privateers (the latter
being, in effect, state-sponsored pirates).57 Vadi highlights that whilst Gentili’s
position in relation to privateering oscillated,58 his systematic understanding of
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piracy and universal jurisdiction59 remains relevant today.60 Finally, the chapter
discusses the impact of Hispanica Advocatio in detail. Vadi describes how the
structure of the book, which presents opposing arguments, makes it difficult to
crystallise Gentili’s position on the law of the sea.61 Nonetheless, by drawing
from his experiences as an advocate in the High Court of Admiralty in England,
it provides a key insight into the legal disputes that informed the development of
the law of the sea.62 Therefore, by deconstructing Gentili’s research
methodologies, and analysing legal concepts informed by Gentili’s personal
perspectives, the chapter is able to discern his contributions to the law of the sea.
In Chapter 7, Vadi considers the extent to which Gentili supported empire.
This chapter revises previous understandings of Gentili’s contribution to
international law63 by examining the degree to which his law of nations
supported European expansionism.64 Gentili’s humanist foundations and his
dualist style of argumentation meant that his position can be simultaneously
interpreted as both supporting and rejecting empire.65 Therefore, Vadi addresses
whether Gentili deemed empire to be legitimate based on his use of cultural
diversity66 and through concepts related to empire including freedom of
movement,67 discovery,68 occupation69 and humanitarian intervention.70 Vadi
illustrates how Gentili’s works on cultural diversity and his discussion of
concepts associated with European expansionism evidence tensions between
progressive and conservative positions.71 Given Gentili’s perceived ambiguity
regarding expansionism, the chapter undertakes a textual and contextual
examination of De Armis Romanis and Regales Disputationes.72 De Armis
Romanis discusses Roman law, which was either understood through an
imperialistic lens or based on the idea of self-determination.73 Although adopting
a complex argumentative style,74 by focusing on which strands Gentili
emphasises, this text assists with determining how he understood external
sovereignty. Regales Disputationes addresses the question of internal
sovereignty.75 Vadi analyses this text to assess how Gentili understood the
relationship between internal sovereignty and external sovereignty to shed light
on his overall position on empire.76 Throughout this chapter, Vadi identifies
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common strands within Gentili’s writings to ascertain his contradictory positions
on imperialism77 but ultimately leaves the reader to draw their own conclusions
regarding Gentili’s views on empire.78
The final substantive chapter of the book reviews the extent to which Gentili
influenced the works of Hugo Grotius. To undertake this exercise, Chapter 8
compares the different styles of the two authors, their approaches to the same
legal issues and the degree of similarity between their works.79 Thus, Vadi
compares Gentili’s ‘dialectic and inductive’80 approach to writing with Grotius’
‘systematic and deductive’ style.81 Vadi additionally suggests that Gentili
preferred to focus on practical issues of his time,82 whilst Grotius adopted a more
mathematical approach to his reasoning.83 Whilst it is clear that Grotius engaged
with Gentili’s works because he duplicated some of the same errors in Gentili’s
referencing,84 their different approaches to subject matters such as slavery85
evidence that both authors brought original perspectives to the law of nations.86
Based on these factors, Vadi suggests that the longevity of Grotius’ works can be
attributed to his more accessible writing style, his detachment from the specific
context in which he wrote and that his position could be used to justify the
expansion of maritime powers.87 Hence, by drawing on the themes that run
through War and Peace, the chapter provides potential reasons as to why
Gentili’s contribution to international law is frequently overlooked when
compared to Grotius’ works.
Overall, War and Peace is well written and clearly structured, and Vadi
consistently draws on the chosen themes to better understand Gentili’s works. The
monograph evidences extensive archival research, including some materials that
have been accessed for the first time. Vadi’s own translations of Gentili’s works in
Latin ensure that his voice is present throughout the monograph. Although Vadi
aims to present the material on Gentili in a manner that leaves the reader with the
final decision as to Gentili’s worldview, there are times where Vadi’s preferred
conclusion becomes apparent. Nonetheless, this does not detract from the
detailed analysis of Gentili’s works, and Vadi remains open to opposing
viewpoints throughout her discussions. Given these attributes, War and Peace will
become a key reference point for those seeking to better understand Alberico
Gentili’s life and his contribution to the modern law of nations.
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